
Chapter 7 

Critical Cylinder 

7.1 Replacing soil in the Interfacing Hemisphere (IH) 

Sin1x about 95% of the grounding resistance of a given electrode is determined by the character 
of the soil within the Interfacing Hemisphere, it is obvious that replacing that soil with a more 
conductive soil could achieve the desired objective. However, that a~tion may prove impractical. 
A more practical action may be to replace only that part of the soil that exercises the greatest 
in1l ucncc on the ultimate grounding resistance and to use the lowest resistivity soil available. 
Figure 7 .I presents a plot demonstrating the influence of the surrounding soil as a function of the 
radius of what we choose to call the "Critical Cylinder" (that is, the amount of backfill to be 
phtcl·d around the grounding electrode). Notice that if we use a 10 feet rod, 52% of the 
connection is completed by a 12-inch-diameter Critical Cylinder, and 68% of that connection is 
completed by a 24-inch Critical Cylinder. The most productive option is therefore expected to be 
bet\\ ccn these two diameters. 
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Figure 7.1 The influence of soil within the critical cylinder. [2 ] 

Thl· •ncasured resistance change as a function of distance from the rod as follows. 
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Figure 7.2 Percent Change in Resistance Vs Distance from Rod 12 I 

According to the above figure we can understand that the change in measured resistance 
decreases exponentially with distance from the rod. 

Hmvever at about 1.1 times the length of the rod in earth, the change in resistance becomes 
negligible. This indicates that its connection to earth is nearly complete. Actually, about 95% ± 
2°!(> or the connection has been completed. 
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Figure 7.3 The Interfacing Hemisphere [2 1 
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Frum these data, we know that for every rod driven into earth, an interfacing hemisphere of that 
earth is required to complete the electrical connection. The diameter of that hemisphere is 
approximately 2.2 times the length of the rod (L) in earth, as illustrated by the above figure. 
When more than one rod is required, they should be spaced no closer than 2.2 times the length of 
that rod in any direction. If multiple rods are driven too close together, those connections are 
considered incomplete; because all rods do not have a complete interfacing hemisphere, and the 
cl'fcctiveness of those additional rods are reduced proportionately and in reality, wasted. 
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Figure 7.4 Rods too close [2 I 
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Figure 7.5 Critical Cylinder [2 I 
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